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Abstract

Magnetic charge is carried through nanowire networks by domainwalls, and themicromagnetic

structure of a domainwall provides an opportunity tomanipulate itsmovement.We have shown

previously thatmagneticmonopole defects exist in artificial spin ice (ASI) and result from two bar

switching at a vertex. To create andmanipulatemonopole defects and indeedmagnetic charge in

general, path selectivity of the domainwall at a vertex is required.We have recently shown that in

connected ASI structures, transverse wall chirality (or topology) determines wall path direction, but a

mechanism known asWalker breakdown, where awallmutates into awall of opposite chirality par-

tially destroys selectivity. Recently it has been claimed that in isolated Y-shaped junctions that support

vortexwalls, selectivity is entirely determined by chirality (or topology), the suggestion being that

vortexwall chirality is robust in theWalker breakdown process. Here we demonstrate that in Y-

shaped junctions,magnetic switching in the important topologically protected regime exists only for a

narrowwindow offield and bar geometry, and that it will be challenging to access this regime infield-

drivenASI. This work has implications for thewider field ofmagnetic chargemanipulation for high

densitymemory storage.

Introduction

Artificial spin ice (ASI) arrays of ferromagnetic nanobars are frustrated systemswhose dimensions can be chosen

to facilitate the direct imaging of individual nanobarmagnetization [1, 2]. The shape anisotropy of each nanobar

forces itsmagnetization to lie in one of two directions along its long axis and so it acts as an ‘isingmacrospin’.

The termASIwas originally applied to a square array of electrically andmagnetically isolated bars [3], but here

we consider continuous honeycomb or kagomeASI structures [4–16]. In the honeycomb three of these ising

macrospinsmeet at each vertex and their interactions are governed by a set of ‘ice rules’, whichminimize the

localmagnetic charge at each vertexwithout favouring a specific spin structure. Thus, as long as eachwire is

magnetized along its ising axis, themagnetic energy of anASI array depends only uponmagnetic charge

distribution and not on the spin structure. If all of the dipoles in the lattice are of the same size and have the same

magneticmoment, then themagnetic charge in the lattice is quantized intomultiples of q=m/l, inwhichm is

the dipolemoment and l is the dipole length. A consequence of this exoticmagnetic ordering principle is that

there is nomagnetic energy cost tomovemagnetic charges around the lattice [17]. Thus the defects are

‘quasiparticles’, act asmagnetic charge carriers and are sometimes known as ‘magneticmonopoles’. This is very

attractive as amethod ofmanipulating data, particularly if the charges can be routed controllably through

junctions.

For ferromagnetic nanowires of the dimensions considered heremagnetic reversal occurs by themotion of a

domainwall fromone end of thewire to the other, and it is these domainwalls that carry themagnetic charge. In

connectedASI structures the nucleation field (HN) required to nucleate domainwalls at an arbitrary position
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within the lattice is significantly greater than both the nucleation field at an edge site and the propagation field

(HP) required to transmit a pre-existing domainwall down a nanobar. Thus themajority of the bars in the array

switch by edge nucleation and subsequent propagation of a small number of domainwalls [10, 12]. The

observed switching fields arewell described byHP, as predicted from a simplemodel whereby the domainwall is

treated as a uniformball ofmagnetic chargemoving under the influence of a uniform externalmagnetic field

andCoulombic interactions with additional trappedmagnetic charges at each vertex [7–9]. If themagnetic field

axis is parallel to one of the sublattice directions then the propagating chargewill repeatedly arrive at Y-shaped

junctions with bar angle θ= 120°where it is forced to select between two apparently equivalent paths.However,

there is the potential to break the symmetry of this decision because domainwalls in in-planemagnetized

nanobars aremore complex, adopting for example transverse or vortexmicromagnetic structures (see

figures 1(a) and (b)). Themost energetically favoured structure depends on the nanobar dimensions, but both

wall types are chiral objects with two energetically equivalent configurations of opposite chirality. In the simplest

transitmodel onewould expect the domainwall to take the upward and downward pathswith equal probability

and hence execute a randomwalk. This would produce a distribution of propagation paths as explained in

figures 1(c) and (d). A biased randomwalk (closer to the topologicalmodel withwalls of both chirality and no

Walker breakdown shown infigures 1(c) and (d)) was observed in previous studies of domainwall trajectories in

permalloy ASIs in the transverse domainwall regime [15]. The strong, although far fromperfect, selectivity

[15, 16] came from the chirality breaking the symmetry at the vertex and the continued element of randomness

from the loss of chiralfidelity due toWalker breakdown [18].

In permalloy nanowires, as the cross-section of thewire diminishes there is a crossover from vortexDW to

transverseDWbehaviour at a total cross-section of around 2000 nm2 [19, 20]. In typical ASI structures

[6, 11, 13] the barwidth is around 100–200 nm, and so the crossover occurs at a thickness of around 20 nm.

Recently, perfect selectivity was demonstrated in Y-shaped permalloy junctions with amuch smaller angle

(θ= 45°, 60°) between the possible paths and it was proposed [21] that this perfect selectivity could be extended

toASIs in the vortex wall regime because the direction of propagation is topologically protected. Path selection is

controlled by vortex chirality as in the transverse wall case, specifically the leading topological edge defect of the

vortexwall, and the topological protection relies on vortex chirality being robust underWalker breakdown [22].

However, it has been predicted that this is only the lowest energymode ofWalker breakdown and at a slightly

higherfield (H2) a secondmode associatedwith the emission of an antivortex fromone of the edge defects

becomes significant [22], and eventuallyWalker breakdownwith reversal of vortex chirality becomes possible

[23]. The topological controlmode is very attractive, both as a controllable switch in domain-wall type logic

Figure 1.Micromagnetic simulations showing (a) transverse (i) up chirality and (ii) down chirality and (b) vortex (i) clockwise
chirality and (ii) anticlockwise chirality head-to-head domainwalls. The simulationswere performed using theOOMMF software
[18] for permalloywithmesh size [5 nm, 5 nm, 10 nm] andnanowire dimensions of (a) 1000 nm×100 nm× 10 nmand (b)
1000 nm× 100 nm× 40 nm. (c) Schematic of labelling of sites in aDW transit path. (d) expected probability distribution of domain
wall position for differentDW transitmodels.
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devices [24] and as a route towriting specificmagneticmicrostates into ASI arrays for novel types of

computation or formingmonopole defects [12] at defined locations. Thus it is important tomap out the

parameter space in detail for this type of junction. At small θ (e.g. θ= 20°) cloning [25] (nucleation in both

branches) occurs rather than selective transit across the junction. From a simple geometric approximation [9]

that in a nanowirewith ising anisotropy themagnetic force driving a domainwall down the nanowirewill be

proportional to the resolved component of themagnetic field in thewire direction, we argue that the transitfield

will increase as cos(θ/2) and so at large θ, such as 120° in ASI, the transitfield is likely to exceedH2. Thuswe have

a reliable logic function based on the spin texture of theDWas it arrives at the Y-shaped junction, but it is

unclear towhat extent this chiral spin texture can be conservedwhilemovingDWs inASI nanostructures.

Here we address this point usingmicromagnetic simulations and direct imaging ofDW trajectories in anASI

structure. The experimental structures havewire thickness 36 nmandwidth near 180 nm to ensure thatwe are

well within the vortexDWregime.Ourmicromagnetic simulations show that in our structures and other

standard vortexDWASI structures (with θ= 120°),HP exceedsH2 and therefore that we are unable to access the

topologically protected regime [21]. This is consistent with our imaging experiments, wherewefind that there is

no strong correlation between propagation directions at neighbouring vertices. In fact fromour statistical data

we are not able to reject the randomwalk hypothesis in our experimental structures at a 5% confidence level.

Method

ASI arrays comprising 21 × 19 honeycombswere structured frompermalloy, Ni81Fe19, onto x-ray transparent

SiNwindows using an electron beam lithography, thermal evaporation and lift-off processing technique. Two

different ASI arrays of nanobar dimensions 1.5 μm×173± 10 nm× 36 nmand 2 μm×181± 5 nm×36 nm

were fabricated. The nanobars in these arrays are well within the vortexwall regime according to our simulations

and previous studies [19, 20, 26]. Themagnetizationwas studied as a function of in-plane field using room

temperature scanning transmission x-raymicroscopy (STXM) at beamline 11.02 of the Advanced Light Source

(Berkeley, CA,USA). The samplewasmounted between the pole pieces of an electromagnet allowing the

application of an in-plane field of ±250 mT in situ. The chamberwas pumped down to a pressure of

approximately 100 mTorr beforefillingwithHe gas. Elliptically polarized x-rays were provided by an undulator

beamline after which theywere focused to a spot size of approximately 30 nmusing a Fresnel zone plate. The in-

plane component of themagnetizationwas probed using the x-raymagnetic circular dichroism effect by

mounting the sample and the electromagnet approximately 30°with respect to the x-ray propagation vector. In

order to study themagnetization reversal of the array, the samplewas first saturated in one field direction, and

then a smallfieldwas applied in the oppositefield direction and increased incrementally allowing for the

acquisition of STXM images at remanence after eachfield step. Image analysis and statistical correlations

between two sequential decisionsmade by a domainwall at a Y-shaped junctionwere investigated as in the

previouswork onASI in the transverse domainwall regime [15].

Micromagnetic simulationswere performed using theObjectOrientedMicromagnetic Framework

(OOMMF) to aid the interpretation of the experimental results [27]. The simulations are at absolute zero

temperature.Mesh sizes of [5 nm, 5 nm, 9 nm]were used in all simulations. The exchange constant and

saturationmagnetization for permalloy were taken to be 13 × 10−12 J m−1 and 800 kAm−1 respectively. The

Gilbert damping parameter was taken to beα= 0.01. Preconditioned initial states were usedwithmagnetization

in the negative x-direction andwith a domainwall included in the horizontal arm. This enabled the study of all

four possible chirality–polarity permutations (polarity describes direction of the vortex core, up or down).

These preconditioned domainwalls were subsequently driven by an externalfield in the positive x-direction and

themagnetization configurationwas recorded every 0.09 ns.

Results and discussion

Let us start by reviewingwhat is understood about a vortex domainwallmoving along a bar in afixed fieldH.

Figure 2 shows a typical snapshot of themicromagnetic structure of an initial anticlockwise chirality, up polarity,

domainwall as it propagates through a 150 nmwide, 36 nm thick nanobar under the influence of external axial

magnetic fields ofmagnitudes 50 Oe and 100 Oe. Videos of the full propagation simulations at 50 Oe, 100 Oe,

200 Oe, 300 Oe, 400 Oe and 500 Oe are included in the supplementalmaterial. At 50 Oe, conservation of

domainwall chirality but change of polarity was seen during propagationwhich is consistent with lowest energy

modeWalker breakdown [22] required for the topologically protected regime [21]. In addition the vortex

domainwall had awell-defined shape, an example of which is shown infigure 2(a). However at 100 Oe, although

the vortex domainwall’s chirality was robust, its shape becamemore complex and the emission of an antivortex

from the lower edge (figure 2(b)) altered the topology. This emission of an antivortex from the leading
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topological edge defect, with concomitant change of sign of the topological charge of the edge defect is the

secondWalkermode excitation identified aboveH2 by Tretiakov et al [22]. As the edge topological charge

underpins the topological selectivity we can no longer anticipate perfect selectivity atfields of 100 Oe ormore. In

fact thefield at which thismode plays some role in the dynamics of the system (H2) was found [22] to be 35 Oe,

so there is doubt about the topological protection above thisfield, althoughwe do not directly observe the

antivortices in the 50 Oe simulations of our specific geometry. Furthermore, at 500 OeWalker breakdownwith a

reversal of vortex chirality was observed [23]. In light of the field-induced domainwall transformations

described above it is clear that themagnetic field required to switch our structures, of around 100 Oe, places us in

a different regime of uncertain selectivity.

Now let us examine the situation in a Y-shaped junction composed of 150 nmwide, 36 nm thick bars and

θ= 120° i.e. an isolated ASI vertex. Figure 3 showsmicromagnetic simulations of all four chirality polarity

permutations in an applied field of 250 Oe. An initial vortex domainwall structure was introduced to the left of

the vertex and allowed to evolve in an externalmagnetic field. Initial anticlockwise chirality domainwalls of both

up and downpolarities resulted in the lower branch’s reversal (figures 4(a) and (b)) and initial clockwise

chirality domainwalls of both up and down polarities resulted in the upper branch’s reversal (figures 4(c) and

(d)). Thesefindings are consistent with a purely topologicalmodel of domainwall trajectory [21]. However, the

variations between our observed states in part (iii) offigures 3(a)–(d) and Pushp et al [21] raise questions about

the robustness of themechanism.

Figure 4 shows the outcome of simulations similar to those shown infigure 3, butwith small permutations of

vortex starting configuration and applied field. Two different starting configurations were usedwhichwe shall

call ‘micromagnetic structure 1’ (which is identical to the starting configuration used infigure 3(d)) and

‘micromagnetic structure 2’ inwhich the starting position of the vortex core has changed by 25 nm. Figure 4(a)

shows the propagation ofmicromagnetic structure 1 under 250 Oe (identical tofigure 3(d)) resulting in the

reversal of the upper branch and figure 4(b) shows the propagation ofmicromagnetic structure 2 under 250 Oe

resulting in the reversal of the lower branch. From these simulations it is clear that two domainwalls of identical

chirality and polarity (and hence topology), but slightly different specificmicromagnetic structure, driven at the

same externalfield can result in the switching of different branches. In addition it was seen that two domain

walls, identical in terms of topology andmicromagnetics, driven at different fields resulted in the switching of

different branches. The propagation ofmicromagnetic structure 2 at 250 Oe, resulting in the reversal of the

lower branch, is shown infigure 4(b), and at 300 Oe, resulting in the reversal of the upper branch, is shown in

figure 4(c). These simulations clearly demonstrate that in this regimewe can set up a specific experiment that

gives chiral path selectivity, but that a small perturbation to the vortex starting position and the drive field, which

do not affect the topology, can reverse the selected direction for all four chirality and polarity permutations. The

sign change in the selectivity is likely to be a signature of periodic oscillatory behaviour at a frequency [16, 28, 29]

controlled by the applied field. As it is also clear that at the fields we are using the topology of the vortex domain

wall is not protected, the lack of selectivity in our experiments is unsurprising.

As theWalker breakdown criticalfields decrease with increasing temperature [30] it is possible that, at room

temperaturewe are in an evenmore complex regime than that shown in our zero temperature simulations in

figure 3(b). Let us now see howfinite temperaturemeasurements compare with these zero temperature

simulations. Figure 5(a) shows a typical STXM image during the field-drivenmagnetic reversal of ASI taken at

Figure 2.Micromagnetic simulations showing domainwalls in a nanobar 150 nmwide and 36 nm thick undergoing propagation in
externalmagnetic fields of (a) 50 Oe and (b) 100 Oe. Red and blue colour contrast in (a) and (b) indicate out-of-planemagnetization
up and down respectively. The black arrows indicate in-planemagnetization. In (a) the vortex’s well defined shape at lowfield is
shown for comparisonwith (b) inwhich the presence of an antivortex on the lower edge of the bar alters the topology at higher field.
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remanence and at room temperature. The black reversed nanobars indicate the paths throughwhich domain

walls have propagated. In this image the externalfield has been stepped up to 110 Oe, and it is clear thatmagnetic

reversal is far from complete at thisfield. Correlations between two sequential decisionsmade by a domainwall

at a Y-shaped junctionwere investigated. The number of incidences inwhich the domainwall chose the upper

branch followed by the upper branch, the upper branch followed by the lower branch, the lower branch followed

by the upper branch and the lower branch followed by the lower branchwere counted. Thismethod for analysis

of two sequential decisions is illustrated infigure 5(b). A summary of the statistical correlations between

sequential vertices is shown infigure 6. For 1.5 μm long nanobars, from204 events, domainwallsmade the same

decision twice 104 times and two different decisions 100 times. This is strikingly close to the expected ratio for a

randomwalk (figures 1(c) and (d)) where there is no correlation between two sequential decisions. An exact

binomial test of the randomwalk hypothesis performed on this data yielded a p-value of 0.417. This p-value

quantifies the probability that the randomwalkmodel would produce a data set for our number of total

observations as far, or further, from the expected 50:50 ratio. This result therefore suggests that, for nanobar

dimensions 1.5 μm×173 nm× 36 nm, domainwalls do indeed exhibit a randomwalk. This result differs starkly

fromour previous observation [15] that for ASI structures wherewe have transverse domainwalls (nanobars of

dimension 100 nm×1 μm×18 nm) a randomwalk situation is exceptionally unlikely, with an equivalent p-

value of 1.7 × 10−9. For 2 μm long nanobars we have fewer observations; from85 events, domainwallsmade the

Figure 3.Micromagnetic simulations showing an initial vortex domainwall under the influence of a 250 Oe external field facedwith
two nominally equivalent paths. The four chirality–polarity combinations (a) anticlockwise-up, (b) anticlockwise-down, (c)
clockwise- down and (d) clockwise-up are shown. (i) shows the initial domainwall structure, (ii) and (iii) show the domainwall’s
interactionwith the vertex and (iv) shows themagnetic configuration after either the upper or lower bar has been reversed. Colour
contrast illustrates the in-planemagnetization direction according to the colourwheel inset in (a) (i). Vortex polarities are identified
by the black circles. To improve clarity, the ends of the nanobars have been removed fromview.
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same decision twice 50 times and twodifferent decisions 35 times. This result is illustrated infigure 6(b). The

equivalent exact binomial test of the randomwalk hypothesis performed on this data yielded a p-value of 0.064.

Although this p-value is considerably lower than the value achieved for 1.5 μmbars, the null-hypothesis of a

randomwalk is still accepted if a 5% significance level is applied.

The control of vortex type and selectivity of transit direction demonstrated by Pushp et al [21]would be

highly desirable for logic type operations inASI structures, sowe now consider the prospects for accessing the

perfectly selective regime inASI. The operating fieldwindow for any sort of logic function inASI requires that

targeted domainwall nucleation and the ice rules enable the reversal of selected bars by controlled propagation

whilst the remaining bars are unaffected. In our current experimental structure this operatingwindow is centred

on approximately 110 Oe, which is well above theH2fieldwhere the topological protection is lost. This

operatingfield, dependent on the domainwall nucleation and depinning fields within the structure is a function

of nanobar dimensions, and the angle of opening between the non-horizontal nanobars (cos(θ/2)). That perfect

fidelity has been demonstrated experimentally at θ= 45° andH= 55 Oe by Pushp et al [21] shows that only a

factor of 2 reduction in operatingfield ([cos(22.5°)/cos(60°)]) is needed for ASI to be in the topologically

protected regime if the Pushp and Phung sample wire dimensions are taken as a starting point. In principle this

reduction can be obtained by changing the constituentmaterials, bar dimensions or edge features, but the

parameter space is rather complex asmanipulations to reduce the transit field are also likely to affect the domain

wall phase diagram and stability. A natural strategy is reducing the volume and decreasing the aspect ratio of the

bars’ cross-section [31] (t/w), although these changes have potential implications for the domainwall type and

Walker breakdownmechanism. Permalloy is the softest available bulk crystalline ferromagneticmaterial, but

the use of amorphous ferromagnetic alloys or ultrathin films could provide another route to reduced operating

fields [32, 33]. Disconnected ASI structures have recently been fabricated from amorphous alloys [34] and

monolayer iron embedded in palladium [35]. Connected structures from thesematerialsmerit exploration,

although again therewill be implications for the domainwall behaviour. In these amorphousmaterials, as in

their crystalline counterparts, edge features can play an important role in domainwall nucleation and pinning

Figure 4.Micromagnetic simulation showing themotion of clockwise chirality up polarity vortex domainwalls through an artificial
spin ice vertex under afield in the positive x direction. (a)Micromagnetic structure 1 driven at 250 Oe, (b)micromagnetic structure 2
driven at 250 Oe and (c)micromagnetic structure 2 driven at 300 Oe. Colour contrast illustrates the in-planemagnetization direction
according to the colourwheel inset in figure 3(a) (i). Vortex polarities are identified by the blackmarkers. Despite topologically
equivalent starting configurations different switchingmechanisms are seen resulting in the reversal of the (a) upper, (b) lower and (c)
upper branches respectively.
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fields [36], so itmay also be possible to reduce the pinning strength by tailoring the vertex shape to remove sharp

corners. Thus, there are still challenges to be overcome before a truly topologically protected ASI can be realised,

but there are a number of promising avenues whichmerit further exploration.

In summary,micromagnetic simulations of themagnetic switching of Y-shaped junctions suggest that the

topology of thewall at the point of transit controls the path.However, at the fields required to switch our

structures in the simulations, the topological information is not reliably conserved between vertices. This is

consistent with our room temperature observations of the field-driven trajectories of the vortex domainwalls in

connectedASI structures using STXM.Our statistical data show that the transit is certainly not perfectly selective

and in fact we are unable to reject the randomwalk hypothesis at a 5%confidence level. Thesefindings show that

careful optimization of the ASI geometry is required to achieve topological control of the path. Understanding

the limitations of by these path selection rules for the vortex domainwall regime fully is essential for domainwall

Figure 5. (a) A typical experimental STXM image showing amagnetization state duringfield-driven domainwallmotion in nanobars
of dimension 1.5 μm×173 nm×36 nm. The image is taken after application of an external field of 110 Oe in the –ve x direction after
saturation in the +ve x direction.White and blackmagnetic contrast indicatemagnetization in the +ve and−ve x respectively. (b)
Illustration of the analysismethod bywhich potential correlation between two sequential decisions was probed. The rectangular area
marked in orange in (a) is shownmagnified. The overall coordinates of the decision points on this path as defined in figure 1(c) are
(0,0), (1,−1), (2,−2), (3,−3), (4,−4), (5,−3), (6,−4), (7,−3), (8,−4), (9,−3), (10,−2).

Figure 6. Study into correlations between two sequential decisions. Data is displayed in bar graphs (a) for 1.5 μmand (b) for 2 μm
long nanobars. Light blue colour indicates a down choice, (1,−1), followed by an up choice; green colour indicates an up choice (1,1)
followed by a down choice. The p-value in the exact binomial test quantifies the probability that the randomwalkmodel would
produce a data set for our total number of observations as far, or further, from the expected 50:50 ratio. The p-value for the data set
shown in (a) is 0.417 and in (b) 0.064. In both data sets the p-value >0.05, so the null hypothesis of a randomwalk cannot be rejected at
a 5%confidence level.
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memory and processing applications [37, 38],manipulation ofmagnetic nanoparticles [39–42] and the

manipulation of cold atoms [43].
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